Summary: UG admissions enhancements

1. **Ability to Edit Contact Details**
   Colleges can now edit contact details of applicants via *Task Selection*.

2. **Improvement to Other UCAS Conditions flags**
   The order in which Other UCAS Conditions appear in *Manage Declared Qualifications* has been changed to make navigation easier. Two more options have been added to list to reflect that an applicant has failed to meet Other UCAS Conditions. The following options are now available to select from the drop-down:
   
   a) English language (31 July)
   b) Certification (1 March)
   c) English language (31 July) + Certification (1 March)
   d) Other UCAS Conditions met
   e) English language failed *(NEW)*
   f) Certification failed *(NEW)*
   g) English language + Certification failed *(NEW)*

   In all cases, except for d) *Other UCAS Conditions Met*, results matching will produce ‘No Recommendation’ and colleges will be able to *Make Decision* accordingly.

3. **Improvements to Confirmation Checking Report (CCR)**
   New search parameters have been introduced and users are now able to search on:
   - Qualification (A-level, IB, Pre-U, etc)
   - Decision/Response (CF, UF, etc.)
   - Exclude AS level qualification grades and Extended Project Qualification, as required

   The existing search parameters have been improved to allow users to search on multiple courses. There have also been minor changes to the display of the report, although the main layout remains the same. The size of the “Offer Text” field has been extended to prevent truncation of the text. A new column has been added to show the year when the qualification was obtained.

4. **Applicants with Missing or Incomplete grades**
   Red warning text will now be displayed for applicants with missing or incomplete grades after running results matching.

5. **Access for Joint School administrators**
   Due to permissions limitations departments have previously reported issues with viewing Joint School applicants. The structure of SITS/eVision course and course groups has now been improved to mirror ADSS, thus allowing, for example, an English Coordinator to access Classics and English applicants at confirmation.

6. **Automated email notifications**
   Some decisions in eVision trigger auto-generated email notifications to colleges and departments (the full list of email categories in the *Admissions Handbook*). SITS tables have been improved so that the list of recipients in departments are brought down to course
level and not faculty level. This will reduce the number of notifications previously received by some of the courses.

7. **Additions of help text**
Help text has been added, where applicable, to eVision views and menu buttons.

The eVision [Undergraduate Admissions](#) manuals for colleges and departments have been updated to reflect these changes and, where relevant, these will be included in eVision training in July-August.